
Delaire is under FIRE! Management is under FIRE!  And the members are feeling the HEAT! All 

of this has “come about” due to “overwhelming” litigation, brought by an “overwrought” 

President, whose intentions were not honorable. Curtis Karpel will go down in Delaire’s 

archives, as outmaneuvered by a "MEMBER” who refused acceptance of a “tyrannical 

unethical regime”. The ostracisms, harassments and suspension of one (1) year by Board and 

Grievance committees, could not “cease” our Sponsors resistance against oppression. “The 

sleaze backfired”! Instead of the club operating as in the past, he set in motion   

www.delairegovernance.com, bringing fresh air to murky dominance with “TRANSPARENCY”. 

The Website is ending the repugnant Board motto “WE ARE THE BOARD AND CAN DO AS WE 

PLEASE”. Isn’t it time for the membership to recognize who the good guys are?  

The grievance charge of 5 “blasphemous” board officials and the Salzman/Cuttler Dog poop 

issue Read: February 23, 2019 Grievance and withdrawal & February 26,2019 Dog Poop issue, 

are irritant messages of the failed leaderships frustrations having their power usurped. They 

were counseled that there is already enough “interdicted evidence” against the club in the 

Brecker/Delaire litigation, without adding more fuel to the fire. The Website showcases abuses 

carried on by irritant elected officials, bringing them to the attention of present members and 

potential newcomers.    Judy Singer’s attempt to set a hearing of a “ballooned” HATE 

INSPIRED GRIEVANCE BY DEPLORABLES is the repugnant indicator to advance “forbidden 

advantages” by the people we have elected to serve and protect us from “vindictive” 

conducts. 

 JUDGE JUDY being the Chair of the grievance committee is paramount of the “FOX 

GUARDING THE HEN HOUSE”.  She herself has been “abusing” the Florida Laws by not 

answering Court issued “subpoenas” to appear at Court ordered Depositions and had to be 

ordered to do so. READ:   February 13,2019 Court order for Judy Singer  The grievance 

committee having a Chair (approved by the Board) that disregards the law of the land and has 

accepted a “FORGER” of “voters’ signatures” as a “Fact Finders” on her committee (approved 

by the Board), is a “HOAX” to “LAW & ORDER”. This is a case in point utilized by our 

administrators for killing the messengers that bring news of troublemakers, but keep the 

Deplorable intact, typifying CRISIS MANAGEMENT!!   

Constantly ignoring Grievance charges by the aggrieved, and accepting charges by “WOEFULS” 

is “Selective Enforcement”. Deriding members using fake inspired grievances keep the club 
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sailing into uncharted Water. The board must realize a “blitzkrieg” against one member is a 

“blitz” on all!  For present and past officers of the club having attempted to “disparage” our 

sponsor in their failed plottings, has only served to persuade our sponsor to never consider 

ending his support and closing down www.delairegovernance.com.  

Transparency is the only force for good governance! Irresponsible “provocations” by 

immature-self-appointed-club elites keep increasing the punitive and legal expenses that will 

have to be absorbed on the day of reckoning. The Club will be ground to a standstill as more of 

these illegitimate annoyances are “defended” with new “LITIGATION” due to the latest 

provoked aggressive acts of “vexations”. There will be no rest for anyone as the  major and 

ancillary  legal process have been adjudicated. How do any of these happenings not take away 

our good times and wonderments as to our survival?  It is time for the members to choose the 

obvious that the Club’s “Chain of Command” is run by “Bullys”, with but one interest, “satisfy 

their cravings”. 
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